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Why did someone kill Olive Pendleton and hide her body?When bakery owner Lexy Baker and her

posse of iPad toting grandmas witness a murder remotely through the camera of a drone, they go

straight to Lexy's homicide detective husband, Jack, to report the crime. But with no body and no

crime reported, Jack can't do a thing, leaving Lexy and her grandmother no alternative than to solve

the murder themselves.Armed with nothing but their gigantic patent leather purses and a dogged

determination to see justice done, the ladies dodge a pack of overzealous Pekeapoos, nosey

neighbors and an ornery husband in order to flush out Olive's killer before he kills again.
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Book 12 finished in 2 days because life sometimes gets in the way.Lexy Baker and her

Grandmother Nan and the â€œladiesâ€• are over at Lexyâ€™s house one afternoon when Ina wants

to demonstrate how the drone she â€œborrowedâ€• from her Grandson Jason works. Shoving it out

the window and not being very good at the control, the drone flies over to a house where Lexy will

be catering a brunch in a few days.Next door to that house is the house of recluse author Olive

Pendleton. Lexy and the ladies observe someone trying to get a Pekeapoo off the roof and is hit



with a baseball bat falling 3 stories to her death.A murder, who better to ask than Lexyâ€™s

husband Jack a homicide detective. However as much as Jack tries to find out there has been no

murder, no body and Jack canâ€™t begin any investigation.So the toting grandmas begin to search

for the murder, they encounter a pack of Pekeapoos, nosey neighbors, a husband that you are sure

is the murderer and of course a fan club.You will find yourself laughing out loud, and holding your

breath, but above all Leighann Dobbs has captured you and I promise leaves you wanting more of

Lexy and the Grandmas.

This series is excellent and this book continued to prove Leighann Dobbs is a talented writer. I

found the storyline fun and easy to follow. If you are new to the series, you could read this as a

standalone but I would recommend reading the whole series.

I love clean cozy mysteries especially about senior sleuths. Older people are sometimes considered

useless but they are usually alert and smart. They give the stories humor and character. This

murder was different because they had no body until the end. Ms. Doobs always writes about

current things and the idea of using a drone was brilliant.

THIS SERIES WAS WRITTEN JUST FOR ME.LOL I WILL BE LOOKING FOR #13 FOR SURE. I

LOVE THE COZY MYSTERIES BECAUSE I KNOW THEY WILL BE CLEAN, FUNNY, AND JUST

PLAIN GOOD. I READ TO RELAXE AND ENJOY A BOOK I CAN PASS ONTO MY GRANDKIDS

TO READ AND NOT WORRY ABOUT THE LANGUAGE AMONG OTHER THINGS. I HAVE A PET

PEEVE THAT JUST DRIVES ME NUTS. WHEN I AM IN A GOOD PART OF A STORY,I DO NOT

WANT TO BE INTERUPTED BY RECIPES. LEIGHANN IS SMART AND SAVES THE FOR THE

END OF THE BOOK..THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR WRITING BOOKS THAT KEEP ME

ENTERTAINED..

I have read all twelve books in this series. Its one if my favorites. I love the characters, Lexy, her

Nan's, Ida, Helen,and Ruth. I really like how these four senior citizens are such a big part of this

series. I hope this series goes on and on. Read this series, you won't be disappointed :)

Although I usually like these type of mysteries,it was hard to take seriously. Our heroes witness a

murder and take forty five minutes to report it. Nothing ever seems serious, or taken seriously and

the style of humor, if that was the intent is weak. Glad I only paid 99 cents.



Lexy and her cohorts are at it again!! Fun, at the times even laugh out loud funny, this whole series

is delightful! Very well written and very fast paced, read one book or read them all! They will

definitely have you captivated!

Another Winner Leighann Dobbs! I love the Lexy Baker mysteries. And now I can't wait for the next

one! Twists and turns and surprises throughout makes the page turning faster and faster. I finished

this book in record time because I couldn't believe what each page gave me and had to see the

next page just to see where it was going! And while you are going page to page you laugh out loud

when Lexy's grandma, Nan and the ladies detective club just have to investigate a murder they

actually saw happen and Lexy's husband police detective, Jack can't do anything since there is no

report, no body or anything he can get involved with. And then there are four other ladies from a fan

club for the author who lives in the house and the ladies saw murdered, or so they thought, is she or

isn't she? I can't wait to see what these four new ladies have to do with Nan and her posse! This is

a well-written must read and soooo much fun! I keep reading them so fast, I have to wait too long for

a new installment!
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